Decorazione country per la tavola di Pasqua

Rabbit for stencil on jar:
Follow the explanations on the blog Aboutgarden: www.aboutgarden.it

Bunting:
Print in color or grayscale (for a black and white version) on a cardboard (from 190 g up).
Cut along the exterior silhouette.
Fold in half the flags at the mark and glue them along a twine.

Concept and making by Aboutgarden and Méli-Mélo | Graphic Design
www.aboutgarden.it - www.designbymelimelo.com
For personal use only.
Place cards:

Print in color or grayscale (for a black and white version) on a cardboard (from 190 g up). Cut along the outside dotted line. Make a hole with a holing pincer at the point indicated by the cross.